
LIGHTING WORKSHOPS
@ ALT-HOUSE

LIGHTING WORKSHOP A - 4HRS

BEGINNER BASICS

A hands on session for photographers wanting to learn from the start. 
We’ll teach you about camera settings, how to set up a studio set from scratch,

how to use 1 studio light to make magic, how to use reflectors and polyboards to shape light, 
how to shoot film and digital in the studio. 

Q and A. 

Includes:
Lesson notes to keep + a 40% discount on a studio + lighting booking with a free lighting assistant.

Bring:
Your film or digital camera with a hotshoe + SD card / film to shoot with

Your laptop or a note book

Lesson Plan:
1. Paper Rolls + C-Stands + Polyboards

2. Camera settings in studio
3. 1 light set up with an octabox + bare head/reflector

4. Using Polyboards and reflectors to shape light
5. Q+A

LIGHTING WORKSHOP B - 4HRS

BEGINNER > INTERMEDIATE

A building block from WORKSHOP A - or suited to those who know the basics and want to learn more. We’ll 
teach you how to use 2 lights, what different light shapers do and when to use them, 

hard vs soft light, with guided studio practice time. 
Q and A. 

Includes:
Lesson notes to keep + a 40% discount on a studio + lighting booking with a free lighting assistant.

Bring:
Your film or digital camera with a hotshoe + SD card / film to shoot with

Your laptop or a note book

Lesson Plan:
1. Different kinds of light shapers / octabox + reflector + beauty dish

2. Hard vs Soft light
3. 2 light set up and using fill light
4. 2 light set up and other lighting

5. Using Polyboards and reflectors to shape light
6. Q+A

PRICING

$250 total cost for 1 class
$450 total cost for both classes

Email hello@alt-house.com.au
 to book in or be added to our list! 


